Stalin: A Biography

Service describes in unprecedented detail the first half of Stalin's life—his childhood in
Georgia as the son of a violent, drunkard father and a devoted mother; his. Stalin: A Biography
is a biography of Joseph Stalin written by Robert Service. The book is a descriptive account of
Stalin's life, covering in detail his youth, rise .
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''Here is a life-and-times biography in the grand style: deeply researched, well written,
brimming with interpretations. Oxford historian Service, author of an.Overthrowing the
conventional image of Stalin as an uneducated political administrator inexplicably transformed
into a pathological killer, Robert Service reveals.Drawing on the wealth of unexplored
material available for the first time since the collapse of the former Soviet Union, Robert
Service's biography of Stalin.Drawing on a wealth of unexplored material - available for the
first time since the collapse of the former Soviet Union - Robert Service's biography of Stalin
is the.But unlike his biography of Lenin, Robert Service's Stalin never quite comes to life.
Episodes are tantalising but the reader is rarely transported.A very readable biography of
Stalin that describes his entire life, from his beginnings in Georgia to the top of the Soviet
Union. His relationship to Lenin and other.Born on December 18, , in Gori, Georgia, Joseph
Stalin rose to power as General Secretary of the Communist Party, becoming a Soviet.More
than fifty years after his death, Joseph Stalin continues to excite both passion and interest. In
many parts of the world, people's attitudes to Stalin tell us a lot.I am not sure there is a widely
accepted "best" biography of Stalin nowadays. The relatively brief period in the s when
Western historians had some access.Here is a life-and-times biography in the grand style:
deeply researched, well written, brimming with interpretations. Oxford historian
Service.Stalin, a biography by Oxford University historian Robert Service, adopts a new view
of the Soviet leader. Service says Josef Stalin was not the.His new biography of Stalin is an
attempt to provide the reader with a comprehensive view of the man who influenced modern
history more than.Robert Gellately extols a life history of the Soviet strongman.Joseph Stalin's
forced industrialization of the Soviet Union caused the worst man- made famine in history.
Find out more about his life and rise to power in this.A magnificent new biography that
revolutionizes our understanding of Stalin and his world The product of a decade of intrepid
research, Stalin.Buy Stalin: A Biography Reprints by Robert Service (ISBN: ) from Amazon's
Book Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible.Buy Stalin: A Biography First
Edition by Edvard Radzinsky (ISBN: ) from Amazon's Book Store. Everyday low prices and
free delivery on eligible.
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